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PUBLICATIONS
• Applying Theory for Human Betterment PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
  Bandura, A.
  2019; 14 (1): 12–15

• Applying Theory for Human Betterment. Perspectives on psychological science : a journal of the Association for Psychological Science
  Bandura, A.
  2019; 14 (1): 12–15

• A COMMENTARY ON MORAL DISENGAGEMENT: THE RHETORIC AND THE REALITY AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY
  Bandura, A.
  2018; 131 (2): 246–51

• Toward a Psychology of Human Agency: Pathways and Reflections PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
  Bandura, A.
  2018; 13 (2): 130–36

• Impact of Family Efficacy Beliefs on Quality of Family Functioning and Satisfaction with Family Life APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY-AN INTERNATIONAL REVIEW-PSYCHOLOGIE-APPLIQUEE-REVUE INTERNATIONALE
  Bandura, A., Caprara, G. V., Barbaranelli, C., Regalia, C., Scabini, E.
  2011; 60 (3): 421-448

• A Social Cognitive perspective on Positive Psychology REVISTA DE PSICOLOGIA SOCIAL
  Bandura, A.
  2011; 26 (1): 7-20

• MORAL DISENGAGEMENT IN THE CORPORATE WORLD ACCOUNTABILITY IN RESEARCH-POLICIES AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
  White, J., Bandura, A., Bero, L. A.
  2009; 16 (1): 41-74

• Longitudinal analysis of the role of perceived self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in academic continuance and achievement JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
  Caprara, G. V., Fida, R., Vecchione, M., Del Bove, G., Vecchio, G. M., Barbaranelli, C., Bandura, A.
  2008; 100 (3): 525-534

• Much ado over a faulty conception of perceived self-efficacy grounded in faulty experimentation JOURNAL OF SOCIAL AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Bandura, A.

• Toward a Psychology of Human Agency  *Perspectives on Psychological Science*
  Bandura, A.
  2006; 1 (2): 164-180

• Mechanisms of moral disengagement in support of military force: The impact of Sept. 11  *Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology*
  McAlister, A. L., Bandura, A., Owen, S. V.
  2006; 25 (2): 141-165

• Going global with social cognitive theory: From prospect to paydirt  *2nd Stauffer Symposium on Applied Psychology*
  Bandura, A.
  LAWRENCE ERLBAUM ASSOC PUBL. 2006: 53–79

• Toward a Psychology of Human Agency.  *Perspectives on Psychological Science: A Journal of the Association for Psychological Science*
  Bandura, A.
  2006; 1 (2): 164–80

• The role of moral disengagement in the execution process  *Law and Human Behavior*
  Osofsky, M. J., Bandura, A., Zimbardo, P. G.
  2005; 29 (4): 371-393

• The primacy of self-regulation in health promotion  *Applied Psychology-An International Review-Psychologie Appliquee-Revue Internationale*
  Bandura, A.
  2005; 54 (2): 245-254

• Impact of adolescents’ filial self-efficacy on quality of family functioning and satisfaction  *Journal of Research on Adolescence*
  Caprara, G. V., Pastorelli, C., Regalia, C., Scabini, E., Bandura, A.

• Care management for low-risk patients with heart failure - A randomized, controlled trial  *Annals of Internal Medicine*
  2004; 141 (8): 606-613

• Social cognitive theory of posttraumatic recovery: the role of perceived self-efficacy  *Behaviour Research and Therapy*
  Benight, C. C., Bandura, A.
  2004; 42 (10): 1129-1148

• Nurse management for hypertension - A systems approach  *American Journal of Hypertension*
  2004; 17 (10): 921-927

• Swimming against the mainstream: the early years from chilly tributary to transformative mainstream  *36th Annual Meeting of the Association-for-the-Advancement-of-Behavior-Therapy*
  Bandura, A.
  Pergamon-Elsevier Science Ltd. 2004: 613–30

• Health promotion by social cognitive means  *Annual Meeting of the Society-for-Public-Health-Education*
  Bandura, A.
  SAGE PUBLICATIONS INC. 2004: 143–64

• Assessment of filial, parental, marital, and collective family efficacy beliefs  *European Journal of Psychological Assessment*
  Caprara, G. V., Regalia, C., Scabini, E., Barbaranelli, C., Bandura, A.

• On broadening the cognitive, motivational, and sociostructural scope of theorizing about gender development and functioning: comment on Martin, Ruble, and Szkybalo (2002).  *Psychological Bulletin*
  Bandura, A., Bussey, K.
  2004; 130 (5): 691–701
• Role of affective self-regulatory efficacy in diverse spheres of psychosocial functioning  *CHILD DEVELOPMENT* 
Bandura, A., Caprara, G. V., Barbaranelli, C., Gerbino, M., Pastorelli, C.  
2003; 74 (3): 769-782

• Negative self-efficacy and goal effects revisited  *JOURNAL OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY* 
Bandura, A., LOCKE, E. A.  
2003; 88 (1): 87-99

• Selective moral disengagement in the exercise of moral agency  *27th Annual Conference of the Association-for-Moral-Education* 
Bandura, A.  
ROUTLEDGE JOURNALS, TAYLOR & FRANCIS LTD. 2002: 101–19

• Social cognitive theory in cultural context  *APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY-AN INTERNATIONAL REVIEW-PSYCHOLOGIE APPLIQUEE-REVUE INTERNATIONALE* 
Bandura, A.  
2002; 51 (2): 269-290

• Longitudinal impact of perceived self-regulatory efficacy on violent conduct  *EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGIST* 
Caprara, G. V., Regalia, C., Bandura, A.  
2002; 7 (1): 63-69

• Growing primacy of human agency in adaptation and change in the electronic era  *EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGIST* 
Bandura, A.  
2002; 7 (1): 2-16

• The revised scale for caregiving self-efficacy: Reliability and validity studies  *JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY SERIES B-PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES* 
Steffen, A. M., McKibbin, C., Zeiss, A. M., Gallagher-Thompson, D., Bandura, A.  
2002; 57 (1): P74-P86

• Determinants and structural relation of personal efficacy to collective efficacy  *APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY-AN INTERNATIONAL REVIEW-PSYCHOLOGIE APPLIQUEE-REVUE INTERNATIONALE* 
Fernandez-Ballesteros, R., Diez-Nicolas, J., Caprara, G. V., Barbaranelli, C., Bandura, A.  
2002; 51 (1): 107-125

• Impact of guided exploration and enactive exploration on self-regulatory mechanisms and information acquisition through electronic search  *JOURNAL OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY* 
Debowski, S., Wood, R. E., Bandura, A.  
2001; 86 (6): 1129-1141

• Chronic disease self-management program - 2-year health status and health care utilization outcomes  *MEDICAL CARE* 
2001; 39 (11): 1217-1223

• Sociocognitive self-regulatory mechanisms governing transgressive behavior  *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY* 
Bandura, A., Caprara, G. V., Barbaranelli, C., Pastorelli, C., Regalia, C.  
2001; 80 (1): 125-135

• Social cognitive theory: An agentic perspective  *ANNUAL REVIEW OF PSYCHOLOGY* 
Bandura, A.  
2001; 52: 1-26

• Social cognitive theory of mass communication  *MEDIA PSYCHOLOGY* 
Bandura, A.  
2001; 3 (3): 265-299

• Self-efficacy beliefs as shapers of children's aspirations and career trajectories  *CHILD DEVELOPMENT* 
Bandura, A., Barbaranelli, C., Caprara, G. V., Pastorelli, C.  
2001; 72 (1): 187-206
• The structure of children’s perceived self-efficacy: A cross-national study  *EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT*
  Pastorelli, C., Caprara, G. V., Barbaranelli, C., Rola, J., Rozsa, S., Bandura, A.
  2001; 17 (2): 87-97

• Swimming against the mainstream: The early years in chilly waters  *Conference on History of the Behavioral Therapies*
  Bandura, A.
  CONTEXT PRESS.2001: 163–182

• Prosocial foundations of children’s academic achievement  *PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE*
  Caprara, G. V., Barbaranelli, C., Pastorelli, C., Bandura, A., Zimbardo, P. G.
  2000; 11 (4): 302-306

• Exercise of human agency through collective efficacy  *CURRENT DIRECTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE*
  Bandura, A.
  2000; 9 (3): 75-78

• Social cognitive theory of gender development and differentiation  *PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW*
  Bussey, K., Bandura, A.
  1999; 106 (4): 676-713

• A sociocognitive analysis of substance abuse: An agentic perspective  *Conference on Cognitive Sciences Research - More Than Thinking About Drug Abuse*
  Bandura, A.
  WILEY-BLACKWELL PUBLISHING, INC.1999: 214–17

• Escaping homelessness: The influences of self-efficacy and time perspective on coping with homelessness  *JOURNAL OF APPLIED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Elissa, E. S., Bandura, A., Zimbardo, P. G.
  1999; 29 (3): 575-596

• Self-efficacy pathways to childhood depression  *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., Pastorelli, C., Barbaranelli, C., Caprara, G. V.
  1999; 76 (2): 258-269

• Moral disengagement in the perpetration of inhumanities.  *Personality and social psychology review*
  Bandura, A.
  1999; 3 (3): 193-209

• Evidence suggesting that a chronic disease self-management program can improve health status while reducing hospitalization - A randomized trial  *MEDICAL CARE*
  1999; 37 (1): 5-14

• Impact of Adolescents’ Perceived Self-Regulatory Efficacy on Familial Communication and Antisocial Conduct  *EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGIST*
  Caprara, G. V., Scabini, E., Barbaranelli, C., Pastorelli, C., Regalia, C., Bandura, A.
  1998; 3 (2): 125-132

• Exercise of agency in personal and social change  *27th Congress of the European-Association-for-Behavioral-and-Cognitive-Therapies*
  Bandura, A.
  PERGAMON PRESS LTD.1998: 1–29

• Health promotion from the perspective of social cognitive theory  *16th Annual Meeting of the Society-of-Behavioral-Medicine*
  Bandura, A.

• Personal and collective efficacy in human adaptation and change  *26th International Congress of Psychology*
  Bandura, A.
  PSYCHOLOGY PRESS.1998: 51–71

• Development and evaluation of a computer-based system for dietary management of hyperlipidemia  *JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION*
  Clark, M., Ghandour, G., Miller, N. H., Taylor, C. B., Bandura, A., DeBusk, R. F.
1997; 97 (2): 146-150

- Ontological and epistemological terrains revisited *Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry*
  Bandura, A.
  1996; 27 (4): 323-345

- Mechanisms of moral disengagement in the exercise of moral agency *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*
  Bandura, A., Barbaranelli, C., Caprara, G. V.
  1996; 71 (2): 364-374

- Multifaceted impact of self-efficacy beliefs on academic functioning *Child Development*
  Bandura, A., Barbaranelli, C., Caprara, G. V., Pastorelli, C.
  1996; 67 (3): 1206-1222

- Failures in self-regulation: Energy depletion or selective disengagement? *Psychological Inquiry*
  Bandura, A.

- Reflections on human agency *IVth European Congress of Psychology*
  Bandura, A.

- Comments on the Crusade against the Causal Efficacy of Human Thought *Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry*
  Bandura, A.
  1995; 26 (3): 179-190

- A Case-Management System for Coronary Risk Factor Modification After Acute Myocardial Infarction *Annals of Internal Medicine*
  1994; 120 (9): 721-729

- Regulative Function of Perceived Self-Efficacy *US-Army-Research-Institute (ARI) Selection and Classification Conference*
  Bandura, A.
  Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc Publ. 1994: 261–271

- Impact of Self-Regulatory Influences on Writing Course Attainment *American Educational Research Journal*
  Zimmerman, B. J., Bandura, A.
  1994; 31 (4): 845-862

- Perceived Self-Efficacy in Cognitive-Development and Functioning *Educational Psychologist*
  Bandura, A.
  1993; 28 (2): 117-148

  Zimmerman, B. J., Bandura, A., Martinezpons, M.
  1992; 29 (3): 663-676

- Self-Regulatory Mechanisms Governing Gender Development *Child Development*
  Bussey, K., Bandura, A.
  1992; 63 (5): 1236-1250

- Social Cognitive Theory of Self-Regulation *Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes*
  Bandura, A.
  1991; 50 (2): 248-287

- Socio-Cognitive Theory of Human Adaptation - A Citation-Classic Commentary on Social-Learning Theory by Bandura, A. *Current Contents/Arts & Humanities*
  Bandura, A.
1991: 18-18

- **SOCIOCOGNITIVE THEORY OF HUMAN ADAPTATION - A CITATION-CLASSIC COMMENTARY ON SOCIAL-LEARNING THEORY, BY BANDURA, A. CURRENT CONTENTS/SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**
  Bandura, A.
  1991: 10-10

- **THE IMPACT OF CONCEPTIONS OF ABILITY ON SELF-REGULATORY FACTORS AND MOTOR SKILL ACQUISITION JOURNAL OF SPORT & EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY**
  Jourden, F. J., Bandura, A., BANFIELD, J. T.
  1991; 13 (3): 213-226

- **SELF-REGULATORY MECHANISMS GOVERNING THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL-COMPARISON ON COMPLEX DECISION-MAKING JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY**
  Bandura, A., Jourden, F. J.
  1991; 60 (6): 941-951

- **SELF-REGULATION OF MOTIVATION THROUGH ANTICIPATORY AND SELF-REACTIVE MECHANISMS NEBRASKA SYMPOSIUM ON MOTIVATION**
  Bandura, A.
  1991; 38: 69-164

- **SELF-REGULATION OF MOTIVATION THROUGH ANTICIPATORY AND SELF-REACTIVE MECHANISMS 38TH SESSION OF THE NEBRASKA SYMP ON MOTIVATION**
  Bandura, A.
  UNIV NEBRASKA PRESS. 1991: 69–164

- **IMPACT OF PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY IN COPING WITH STRESSORS ON COMPONENTS OF THE IMMUNE-SYSTEM JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY**
  WIEDEMELD, S. A., Bandura, A., LEVINE, S., OLEARY, A., Brown, S., Raska, K.
  1990; 59 (5): 1082-1094

- **MECHANISMS GOVERNING ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE IN COMPLEX DECISION-MAKING ENVIRONMENTS ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN DECISION PROCESSES**
  Wood, R., Bandura, A., Bailey, T.
  1990; 46 (2): 181-201

- **SELECTIVE ACTIVATION AND DISENGAGEMENT OF MORAL CONTROL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES**
  Bandura, A.
  1990; 46 (1): 27-46

- **MECHANISMS GOVERNING EMPOWERMENT EFFECTS - A SELF-EFFICACY ANALYSIS JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY**
  Ozer, E. M., Bandura, A.
  1990; 58 (3): 472-486

- **REPRESENTATIONAL GUIDANCE OF ACTION PRODUCTION IN OBSERVATIONAL-LEARNING - A CAUSAL-ANALYSIS JOURNAL OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR**
  Carroll, W. R., Bandura, A.
  1990; 22 (1): 85-97

- **Self-regulation of motivation through anticipatory and self-reactive mechanisms. Nebraska Symposium on Motivation. Nebraska Symposium on Motivation**
  Bandura, A.
  1990; 38: 69-164

- **PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY IN THE EXERCISE OF CONTROL OVER AIDS INFECTION RESEARCH CONF ON WOMEN AND AIDS : PROMOTING HEALTH BEHAVIORS**
  Bandura, A.
  PERGAMON-ELSEVIER SCIENCE LTD. 1990: 9–17

- **REGULATION OF COGNITIVE-PROCESSES THROUGH PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY**
  Bandura, A.
Albert Bandura  
http://cap.stanford.edu/profiles/Albert_Bandura/

1989; 25 (5): 729-735

- **HUMAN AGENCY IN SOCIAL COGNITIVE THEORY** *American Psychologist*  
  Bandura, A.  
  1989; 44 (9): 1175-1184

- **SOCIAL COGNITIVE THEORY OF ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT** *Academy of Management Review*  
  Wood, R., Bandura, A.  
  1989; 14 (3): 361-384

- **EXERCISE OF CONTROL THROUGH SELF-BELIEF - A CITATION CLASSIC COMMENTARY ON SELF-EFFICACY - TOWARD A UNIFYING THEORY OF BEHAVIORAL-CHANGE BY BANDURA, A.** *Current Contents/Social & Behavioral Sciences*  
  Bandura, A.  
  1989: 14-14

- **EFFECT OF PERCEIVED CONTROLLABILITY AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ON SELF-REGULATION OF COMPLEX DECISION-MAKING** *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*  
  Bandura, A., Wood, R.  
  1989; 56 (5): 805-814

- **IMPACT OF CONCEPTIONS OF ABILITY ON SELF-REGULATORY MECHANISMS AND COMPLEX DECISION-MAKING** *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*  
  Wood, R., Bandura, A.  
  1989; 56 (3): 407-415

- **PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY IN COPING WITH COGNITIVE STRESSORS AND OPIOID ACTIVATION** *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*  
  Bandura, A., Cioffi, D., Taylor, C. B., Brouillard, M. E.  
  1988; 55 (3): 479-488

- **TRANSLATING COGNITION INTO ACTION - THE ROLE OF VISUAL GUIDANCE IN OBSERVATIONAL-LEARNING** *Journal of Motor Behavior*  
  Carroll, W. R., Bandura, A.  
  1987; 19 (3): 385-398

- **PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY AND PAIN CONTROL - OPIOID AND NONOPIOID MECHANISMS** *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*  
  Bandura, A., Oleary, A., Taylor, C. B., Gauthier, J., Gossard, D.  
  1987; 53 (3): 563-571

- **DIFFERENTIAL ENGAGEMENT OF SELF-REACTIVE INFLUENCES IN COGNITIVE MOTIVATION** *Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes*  
  Bandura, A., Cervone, D.  
  1986; 38 (1): 92-113

- **FROM THOUGHT TO ACTION - MECHANISMS OF PERSONAL AGENCY** *New Zealand Journal of Psychology*  
  Bandura, A.  
  1986; 15 (1): 1-17

- **THE EXPLANATORY AND PREDICTIVE SCOPE OF SELF-EFFICACY THEORY** *Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology*  
  Bandura, A.  
  1986; 4 (3): 359-373

- **ROLE OF TIMING OF VISUAL MONITORING AND MOTOR REHEARSAL IN OBSERVATIONAL-LEARNING OF ACTION PATTERNS** *Journal of Motor Behavior*  
  Carroll, W. R., Bandura, A.  
  1985; 17 (3): 269-281

- **EXERCISE TESTING TO ENHANCE WIVES CONFIDENCE IN THEIR HUSBANDS CARDIAC CAPABILITY SOON AFTER CLINICALLY UNCOMPLICATED ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION** *American Journal of Cardiology*  
1985; 55 (6): 635-638

- **CATECHOLAMINE SECRETION AS A FUNCTION OF PERCEIVED COPING SELF-EFFICACY** *JOURNAL OF CONSULTING AND CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., Taylor, C. B., Williams, S. L., MEFFORD, I. N., BARCHAS, J. D.
  1985; 53 (3): 406-414

- **RECYCLING MISCONCEPTIONS OF PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY** *COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH*
  Bandura, A.
  1984; 8 (3): 231-255

- **INFLUENCE OF GENDER CONSTANCY AND SOCIAL POWER ON SEX-LINKED MODELING** *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bussey, K., Bandura, A.
  1984; 47 (6): 1292-1302

- **SELF-EVALUATIVE AND SELF-EFFICACY MECHANISMS GOVERNING THE MOTIVATIONAL EFFECTS OF GOAL SYSTEMS** *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., Cervone, D.
  1983; 45 (5): 1017-1028

- **SELF-EFFICACY DETERMINANTS OF ANTICIPATED FEARS AND CALAMITIES** *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A.
  1983; 45 (2): 464-469

- **SOCIAL DEMAND FOR CONSISTENCY AND CONGRUENCE BETWEEN SELF-EFFICACY AND PERFORMANCE** *BEHAVIOR THERAPY*
  Telch, M. J., Bandura, A., Vinciguerra, P., AGRAS, A., Stout, A. L.
  1982; 13 (5): 694-701

- **THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CHANCE ENCOUNTERS AND LIFE PATHS** *AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST*
  Bandura, A.
  1982; 37 (7): 747-755

- **THE ASSESSMENT AND PREDICTIVE GENERALITY OF SELF-PERCEPTS OF EFFICACY** *JOURNAL OF BEHAVIOR THERAPY AND EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHIATRY*
  Bandura, A.
  1982; 13 (3): 195-199

- **MICROANALYSIS OF ACTION AND FEAR AROUSAL AS A FUNCTION OF DIFFERENTIAL LEVELS OF PERCEIVED SELF-EFFICACY** *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., Reese, L., Adams, N. E.
  1982; 43 (1): 5-21

- **SELF-EFFICACY MECHANISM IN HUMAN AGENCY** *AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST*
  Bandura, A.
  1982; 37 (2): 122-147

- **THE ROLE OF VISUAL MONITORING IN OBSERVATIONAL-LEARNING OF ACTION PATTERNS - MAKING THE UNOBSERVABLE OBSERVABLE** *JOURNAL OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR*
  Carroll, W. R., Bandura, A.
  1982; 14 (2): 153-167

- **CITATION CLASSIC - SOCIAL-LEARNING AND PERSONALITY-DEVELOPMENT** *CURRENT CONTENTS/SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES*
  Bandura, A.
  1981: 16-16

- **IN SEARCH OF PURE UNIDIRECTIONAL DETERMINANTS** *BEHAVIOR THERAPY*
  Bandura, A.

- **PREVENTING VIOLENCE - BEFORE AND AFTER THE 1ST OFFENSE** *CENTER MAGAZINE*

• PREDICTING VIOLENCE IN YOUTHS IS RISKY CENTER MAGAZINE
Short, J. F., Marcus, M., Bandura, A., Fleming, M., FARSON, R., BEGAN, J. M., Campbell, D., Berk, R. A., Diamond, B., Price, R.
1981; 14 (6): 14-20

• CULTIVATING COMPETENCE, SELF-EFFICACY, AND INTRINSIC INTEREST THROUGH PROXIMAL SELF-MOTIVATION JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Bandura, A., SCHUNK, D. H.
1981; 41 (3): 586-598

• IS TELEVISION A SCHOOL FOR AGGRESSION CENTER MAGAZINE
Bandura, A., Marcus, M., Diamond, B., KESSLER, L. B., Berk, R. A.
1981; 14 (6): 20-21

• TESTS OF THE GENERALITY OF SELF-EFFICACY THEORY COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH
Bandura, A., Adams, N. E., Hardy, A. B., HOWELLS, G. N.

• GAUGING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF-EFFICACY JUDGMENT AND ACTION COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH
Bandura, A.
1980; 4 (2): 263-268

• CITATION CLASSIC - PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR-MODIFICATION CURRENT CONTENTS/SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Bandura, A.
1979: 10-10

• ECUMENISM IN RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH
Bandura, A.
1979; 3 (3): 245-248

• DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN LOGICAL AND EMPIRICAL VERIFICATION - COMMENT ON SMEDSLUND SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY
Bandura, A.

• SOCIAL-LEARNING THEORY OF AGGRESSION JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION
Bandura, A.
1978; 28 (3): 12-29

• SELF SYSTEM IN RECIPROCAL DETERMINISM AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST
Bandura, A.
1978; 33 (4): 344-358

• PARADIGMS AND RECYCLED IDEOLOGIES COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH
Bandura, A.
1978; 2 (1): 79-103

• COGNITIVE-PROCESSES MEDIATING BEHAVIORAL CHANGE JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Bandura, A., Adams, N. E., Beyer, J.
1977; 35 (3): 125-139

• SELF-EFFICACY - TOWARD A UNIFYING THEORY OF BEHAVIORAL CHANGE PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW
Bandura, A.
1977; 84 (2): 191-215

• DISCRIMINATIVE ACTIVATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CONTINGENT SELF-REINFORCEMENT BEHAVIOUR RESEARCH AND THERAPY
Bandura, A., Mahoney, M. J., Dirks, S. J.
1976; 14 (1): 1-6
• SELF-REINFORCEMENT - THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS  *BEHAVIORISM*
  Bandura, A.
  1976; 4 (2): 135-155

• GENERALIZING CHANGE THROUGH PARTICIPANT MODELING WITH SELF-DIRECTED MASTERY  *BEHAVIOUR RESEARCH AND THERAPY*
  Bandura, A., Jeffery, R. W., Gajdos, E.
  1975; 13 (2-3): 141-152

• DISINHIBITION OF AGGRESSION THROUGH DIFFUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY AND DEHUMANIZATION OF VICTIMS  *JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY*
  Bandura, A., Underwood, B., FROMSON, M. E.
  1975; 9 (4): 253-269

• MAINTENANCE AND TRANSFER OF SELF-REINFORCEMENT FUNCTIONS  *BEHAVIOUR RESEARCH AND THERAPY*
  Bandura, A., Mahoney, M. J.
  1974; 12 (2): 89-97

• BEHAVIOR-THEORY AND MODELS OF MAN  *AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST*
  Bandura, A.
  1974; 29 (12): 859-869

• EFFICACY OF PARTICIPANT MODELING AS A FUNCTION OF RESPONSE INDUCTION AIDS  *JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., Jeffery, R. W., Wright, C. L.
  1974; 83 (1): 56-64

• ANALYSIS OF MEMORY CODES AND CUMULATIVE REHEARSAL IN OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING  *JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PERSONALITY*
  Bandura, A., Jeffery, R., BACHICA, D. L.
  1974; 7 (4): 295-305

• RELATIVE PREFERENCE FOR EXTERNAL AND SELF-CONTROLLED REINFORCEMENT IN MONKEYS  *BEHAVIOUR RESEARCH AND THERAPY*
  Mahoney, M. J., Bandura, A., Dirks, S. J., Wright, C. L.
  1974; 12 (3): 157-163

• ROLE OF SYMBOLIC CODING AND REHEARSAL PROCESSES IN OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING  *JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., Jeffery, R. W.
  1973; 26 (1): 122-130

• PROCESSES GOVERNING DISINHIBITORY EFFECTS THROUGH SYMBOLIC MODELING  *JOURNAL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., BARAB, P. G.
  1973; 82 (1): 1-9

• CONDITIONS GOVERNING NONREINFORCED IMITATION  *DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY*
  Bandura, A., BARAB, P. G.
  1971; 5 (2): 244-255